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Standardisation, systematisation, packaging and commoditisation are all common elements of the 
library industry. The amalgamation of these elements presents an opportunity for the industry to 
commoditise our primary asset, information. Adopting Richard Susskind's model for 
commoditisation provides the library and information (LI) industry the opportunity to evolve a 
traditionally service based industry into one with a tacit product, an information product. This paper 
explores the opportunity for professionals to commoditise the information services they provide 
through the development of information products. Applying Susskind's base theory of 
commoditisation, this paper outlines the key considerations for LI professionals that are required for 
the successful development of information products. The paper also shares lessons learnt from the 
development and implementation of a service offering centred around the creation of information 
products within an Australian law firm.  

Commoditising the law – the theory and the response from the legal industry 
Applying commoditisation to the legal industry, Richard Susskind proposes a dramatic change in 
operational model for the legal industry. Instigated by a changing economic and business 
environment, commoditisation proposes an organisational model whereby the precedence and 
experience of the firm and the people within it is leveraged to facilitate efficiency and greater 
productivity whilst decreasing the overhead costs of the firm. The practical evolution into a 
commoditised environment is facilitated by progression through the following stages:

• standardisation
• systemisation
• packaging, and finally 
• commoditisation1

The culmination of this evolution within the legal industry are law firms that operate on an entirely 
new business structure, far away from the chargeable hour and earning less for the tasks they are 
undertaking for the simple reason that at present lawyers' fees do not align with the market and 
client need2. 

In arguing for its adoption Susskind recognises that within the legal industry commoditisation is 
widely rejected. Susskind employs analogy to outline the general thesis of those opposed to  
commoditisation. Susskind uses tailored suits as an analogy to convey the preference within the 
legal industry for work to be bespoke. A bespoke suit is straight from Savile Row, it is customised, 
made-to-measure, specific to the dimensions of the clients. A commoditised work, however, is off 
the rack, the client potentially pinched and squeezed to fit into it. Close examination of these 
arguments quickly reveals that the falsity of the distinction between commoditisation and the 
bespoke. Susskind identifies a number of reasons for this. However, put simply the wheel is not re-
invented for every contract or transaction. Whilst unique and untested situations do arise, members 
of the legal industry do not spend the vast majority of their time grappling with the unprecedented. 
Generally there is precedence, an element of predictability or systemisation to a task 3. 

As a model commoditisation works to utilise that precedence to facilitate efficient and cost effective 
models. Library's and LI professionals can leverage this model to attain similar efficiency in 
meeting their clients information needs. 

1 Richard Susskind, Tomorrow's Lawyers (2013) Oxford University Press

2 This loss is as a consequence of market and environment changes/challenges 

3 Richard Susskind, Tomorrow's Lawyers (2013) Oxford University Press



Commoditising libraries 
Compared to the legal industry, Susskind's evolutionary stages for attaining commoditisation are not 
revolutionary or new concepts for LI professionals. The elements of standardisation, 
systematisation, packaging and commoditisation are already common place within the library 
environment. By embracing these base concepts holistically within the LI industry, we as an 
industry are afforded the opportunity to develop new services and new ways to meet our clients 
information needs. The opportunity which commoditisation presents, and the focus of this paper, is 
the development of information products. 

The development of a successful information product within an traditionally service based industry 
assists in providing explicit evidence of the value that libraries and LI professionals hold for their 
users. Information products also serve to facilitate contact with mass clients. Rather than meeting 
the needs of an individual user, successfully implemented information products meet the 
information needs of wide and diverse audiences. This provision of information to a wide audience 
is particularly advantageous within the context of a law firm or corporate library where the work of 
research librarians is traditionally targeted towards meeting the information needs of individual 
clients. Unfortunately the design and implementation of a successful information product to clients 
is not an easy task due to the inherent variability of client needs. 

Commoditising information with information products –  what are they and how do you 
create successful ones?
Information products are different things for different client groups. As a consequence it is difficult 
to provide a concise definition of information products, the characteristics of a successful product or 
create a step by step guide for the development of successful ones. LI professionals can seek solace 
in the fact that there are a number of overarching elements for identifying instances where the 
provision of information products, as a service, is appropriate for their client group. These elements 
are: 

• identifying and filling the information need,   
• client recognition, and  
• ensuring reusability 

Identifying and filling the need
The key facet of a successful information product is correctly identifying and filling an information 
need. Not only must the product fill an information need but it must do so in a manner that is best 
suited to the clients requirements and expectations. The concept of information need is identified by 
Faibisoff and Ely as divisible into two categories, information demands and information desires. 
Adopting this definition, a successful information product fulfils both the clients demands and 
desires by catering to:

• those clients who know what it is they want and can articulate it, and
• those who are not quite sure what they want, can't fully express it but know it when they see 

it4. 
Compared to other service based industries, LI professionals are at an advantage when faced with 
the task of catering to and predicting the wants and desires of clients. For as librarians we are in the 
best position to pre-empt both information wants and desires because our business is recognising 
our users needs and filling them5 . However it is not appropriate to sate every single information 
need with an information product. There are two elements within each information need that must 
be considered prior to embarking upon a project to commoditise information both the needs of the 
clients, and the ability of the LI professionals as information providers to develop a sustainable 
information service. 

4 Sylvia G Faibisoff and Donal P Ely, Information and Information needs (1974) Information reports and 
Bibliographies Vol 5 (No 5) p3

5 Well their information ones anyway...



 

The needs of the client – Is there a common interest?
Information products should be developed with a common information need in mind. Whilst the 
product will fill an individuals information need, the broader needs of the wider client population or 
a sub-group should be kept in mind when developing a product simply because it is not feasible to 
develop an individual information product for every client. As to whose information need you fill 
the size of the client population that you are looking to serve should be examined with consideration 
to both the advantages and disadvantages inherent in seeking to cater to a broad or more specialised 
information need. 

The highly specialised and specific information product and the more general information product 
each present opportunities and challenges. With a specialised information product you have a target 
audience who's specific information needs are not met by external products and services. In such an 
instance you have an opportunity to create high regard for your library services filling a previously 
open information need in a targeted manner. 

With more general information products you have the capacity to reach a wider audience. You also 
are more likely to be competing against external products which have also recognised this broad 
need. It is instances such as this that your knowledge and understanding of your clients serves a 
particular competitive advantage. You have the potential to go to your clients with those extra 
features or that different perspective that have to potential to 'wow'. The general information 
product also has the capacity (and should be adopted) to act as a 'living document' constantly with 
multiple versions including altered and additional information to meet the the specific needs of an 
individual client. 

Is it sustainable – What is the recurrence and regularity of the information need?
If an information need is recurring it should be examined for its feasibility to be commoditised into 
an information product. This recurrence can be a recognised pattern of information need within 
your client group or potentially a recurring informational change/development which is of constant 
interest to your clients. The recurrence or pattern needs to be assessed with respect to both how 
highly it is regarded by the client population as an information need as well as the ability of the 
library to maintain and manage the regularity of the information change. 

If something is changing daily you may not want to commit to packaging the change into an 
information product. Simply because unless you have mechanisms in place to manage workloads 
creating daily alerts and information products will become your job not research and/or library 
services. If the change is weekly, monthly, bimonthly, yearly or at sporadic intervals this may be 
much more appropriate. There is a particular competitive allure creating an information product 
which is instigated by a sporadic change. Irregular or widely dispersed change that may be more 
difficult for your clients to monitor and be aware of. Information change is important and being the 
first person to informing your clients in a clear concise manner on an important development is a 
quick way to build relationships with your clients and display value of your position as a LI 
professional to your client. 

Ensuring reusability
In-depth consideration of the reusability of your information products assists in the development of 
a sustainable high quality service. The reusability of your information products should be addressed 
with respect to the ability of your information products to not only meet the information needs of 
diverse or wide ranging client groups but also the targeted needs of an individual client. Reusability 
also requires consideration of the internal maintenance and ongoing operation of the service 
including updating and ongoing quality control. 



Meeting common and specific needs through 'living' products
All your information products should be in a permanent state of flux, able to be recreated and edited 
to meet the additional information needs of your client.  By adopting the attitude that your products 
a living documents that are adaptable and editable to the information wants of your clients assists 
both you and your client. Obviously it helps your client as they get the information they want in a 
single package. The advantage it presents you as the information provider is not quite so singular. It 
helps you not only by reaffirming that the information product you have developed is of interest to 
your client but also to promote your service through leveraging off this specific need. This ability to 
package information and evolve your information products hits home to your clients that the LI 
service can create products to meet your specific need more than any statement offering a service 
(e.g. 'contact your library to request a customised product') ever could. 

Good referencing equals good risk management
There is a dramatic change in mindset between facilitating access to information products and 
authoring them. Managing this change can be difficult.6 Referencing provides a comfort for 
librarians struggling with this change. This is for the simple reason that referencing serves as a 
constant reminder that all content must be attributable to an authoritative source and are merely 
going that step beyond providing their client with a series of sources to synthesising the available 
resources. 

A standardised referencing system is invaluable when it comes to updating your information 
products. By listing the exact services employed in the creation of the product and holding the LI 
service accountable for using reliable sources of information. In selecting a referencing style the LI 
service should employ house-style. Where no house-style exists LI professionals should look to the  
industry standards for guidance. When a style is elected for use in the information products it is 
vital that all professionals be trained in this style to ensure its consistent use across the service. 
Referencing also serves to reduce the ongoing costs of the information service as the time cost 
associated with finding authoritative source material do not need to be replicated.

Client recognition and assisting clients in recognising the value of the information products
Our roles as LI professionals is to continually promote our information services. This necessity for 
promotion goes the same for information products. Initial promotion introducing your clients to 
your information product can facilitate an awareness of your service. The real 'lightening bolt' of 
promotion and client awareness is the in-practice targeted promotion of your information product to 
your client. Promotion of information products to your clients, that serve their immediate 
information need is the promotion with the highest impact.

Despite all your best efforts in promoting your products don't expect your clients to know about 
them. Constantly promote your information products to your clients and never miss an opportunity 
to promote when they are what will most meet your clients needs.

Lessons learnt from the implementation of an information product
In late 2012, I assisted in the development of a suite of competitive intelligence information 
products for our clients7. This information need was identified as a consequence of  observed trends 
in our research requests and a gap in the current service offering of another department. A service 
offering was developed to fill this gap which provided clients with specialised company and 
industry reports. The service offering has been enthusiastically received by our client group. As a 
national team we continue to be proactive in our products, developing reports on strategic external 

6 The change management considerations are addressed in the lessons learnt section of this paper. 

7  Lawyers and marketing professionals 



companies and industries. Outlined below are the key learnings gained from this experience in 
commoditising information. 

Change management – Who are your information product champions? 
As librarians we are used to facilitating access to information but are we used to creating it? 
Not usually. As a consequence this change needs to be managed with a focus not only on meeting 
you clients needs but also in ensuring that your LI team are trained up in developing the product and 
are comfortable in creating the products. Champions can help develop a team comfortable in 
providing these services. 

Champions are dedicated contact people for a service, project or product. Knowledgable in the 
service these individuals will serve as support to the team by answering questions, promoting the 
service, and assisting staff in the development of information products. Having three geographically 
distributed product champions was invaluable following the initial release of the competitive 
intelligence products. With champions based in both Sydney and Melbourne we were able to 
manage many time critical requests, reallocating the requests depending upon the workload of the 
office as well as providing face to face support to team members developing their first products.  

Managing demand
Following the release of the competitive intelligence products to our clients we experienced an 
initial rush of requests. Reaffirming the information need identified this flurry of requests did 
present a challenge for whilst we had developed a suite of example reports our information product 
service is very much fuelled by requests. This initial rush did later settle into a steady flow of 
requests however the initial release of the products could have been smoother if all members of the 
research team had developed a report prior to the promotion of the products to the practice. There 
were a number of factors which influenced the timing of our release however given the opportunity 
the ability to have all members of the team experienced in the creation of the information product 
prior to their release should not be overlooked.

Online presence is not enough – ensuring findability and awareness of your product
Whilst it is general practice to promote a new product it is sometimes forgotten is that after that 
initial promotional 'bang' your job isn't done. You must continually promote your new service. 
Recognise the 'opportunities' available such as when clients ask for a particular type of research 
they may also be interested in your information products. Unfortunately despite your best efforts 
you can never assume that your clients are aware of your new service. Continual promotion is a 
necessity. 

Make sure your clients know where it came from
More often than not your information products will need to comply with the organisations 
publication style and promote the companies brand. There is however another brand that 
information products must promote and thats yours. Whilst some may see this as shameless 
'spruiking', your ability to demonstrate value within the firm is contingent on your clients being able 
to identify you as the creators of the document. Initially our reports were distributed in editable 
word documents however following consideration we reverted to providing clients with uneditable 
pdf's of our reports. This was due in part to ensure accurate representation of the product we provide 
but to also ensure that our name wasn't removed from the document. We wanted to make sure that 
'Library and Research Services' stayed on the product.  

Conclusion
The adoption of information products presents LI providers with an opportunity to become both 
information gatherers and information producers. The success of these products however is 
contingent upon the creation of a product that takes as its primary consideration the needs of the 



user. This is not an easy or simple task however with this challenge comes opportunity. The 
commoditisation of information through the development of information products presents a 
definite service opportunity for libraries to not only fill an information gap for clients but also 
promote the skills and abilities of LI professionals through explicit products.


